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ABSTRACT
We present a report on the Project titled “I Know You: face recognition system”.
The application we developed is capable of detecting and recognizing any of human face
that is acquired by the system using web camera or bitmap file. This system first detects the
face from the input image by using detection algorithms or using manual methods. Then
the system recognizes the person by comparing the characteristics of the face to those of
known individuals. To the system the known individuals are those faces that are in its
database. The developed system deals only with the 2-D faces represented in terms of
bitmap object. Entire face detection and recognition procedure is based on Principle
Component Analysis (PCA). Idea behind the use of PCA for recognition is to project each
of the detected faces in face space that encodes the variation among known faces. The face
space is defined by the “Eigen faces” that are eigenvectors calculated from set of faces.
When a face is input to the system, it recognizes it by calculating the deviation of the
previously projected faces in term of Euclidian distance. The known faces in the database
with minimum Euclidian distance best matches with the input face and finally system
recognizes the face.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The developed system titled “I Know You (IKY)” is a face recognition system
having the capability to detect the face, add the face to the learning set and finally use those
faces from the learning set to recognize the input face. Technique used for detection and
recognition of the face in this application is Principle Component Analysis (PCA). The
main idea behind the use of PCA for the face recognition is to construct a large 1-D vector
of pixel from 2-D facial images. And then express those large 1-D vectors of pixel into the
compact principle components of the feature space. This can be called eigenspace
projection. Eigen space is calculated by identifying the Eigen vectors of the covariance
matrix derived from the set of facial images (vectors). Now the face images is transformed
into a small set of characteristic feature images called “Eigen faces”, which are the
principle components of the initial training set of face images. Finally recognition is
performed by projecting the new image into the faces space and then classifying the face
by calculating its position in the face space and comparing its position with the position of
known faces in the training set. The comparison of the new face and faces in the training
set is done by comparing Euclidian distance. The face for which the Euclidian distance
from new (unknown) face is minimum is the best match of the unknown face. Hence the
new face is recognized.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW
To accomplish the goal of the project, the application finally build must have two of
the capability; face detection and face recognition. Both of the mentioned features use PCA
technique so we explain PCA followed by its use in face detection and recognition.

2.1 Principle Component Analysis (PCA)
2.1.1 Introduction to PCA
Principle Component Analysis (PCA) is fastest and most successful technique used
in the image recognition and compression. Key concept of PCA is to reduce large
dimensionality of the data space into smaller intrinsic dimensionality of feature space
which are needed to describe data economically. This feature space defines the strong
correlation between observed variable (in our case, face is observed variable). Different
jobs done by PCA are prediction, redundancy removal, feature extraction and data
compression. Redundancy removal is only feature we used in the development of face
recognition system.
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2.1.2 Mathematics of PCA
Mathematical operation required for the face recognition involves different steps.
First step is to find the Eigen faces and second step is Face recognition based on calculated
Eigen faces.
Steps involved in the calculation of the Eigen faces
i>
ii>
iii>
iv>
v>
vi>
vii>

Transformation of 2-D facial image to 1-D vector
Calculation of the mean images
Define mean centered images
Calculating covariance matrix C
Simplification(Decrease the size of covariance matrix C )
Finding orthonormal vectors ei (Eigen vector)
Projecting facial image into the face space
Detail explanation of these steps is as follows:

2.1.2.1 Transformation of 2-D facial image to 1-D vector

Figure 2.1 Transformation of 2-D facial image to 1-D vector

A 2-D facial image is represented by row X columns arrangement of pixels. This 2D facial image is transformed into a long thin vector x by concatenation of each rows in 2D into a vector having single row. Let each face be represented as vector of size N (=rows
X columns of image). Let there be M such faces(vectors) defined by S. Then 1-D vector is
given by
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xi= [p1, p2, p3, ………pN]T
S= { x1, x2,…………….. , xM }
where pj ’s represent pixel values.

2.1.2.2 Calculation of Mean image
Let m be the mean image then this mean image for given M images is calculated as

Figure 2.2 Mean face

2.1.2.3 Define mean centered image
Let Фi define the mean centered image then this mean centered image is calculated
as
i = xi - m
2.1.2.4 Calculating covariance matrix C
C
Where A= [

]

2.1.2.5 Simplification(Decrease the size of covariance matrix C )
Consider the matrix ATA(M X M matrix). Here the eigenvector of matrix Vi of ATA is
computed.
AT AVi=μiVi
Where, μi is the eigenvalue of AT A.
Or ATAVi=μiVi
Multiplying both sides by A we get
Or, AATAVi=AμiVi
Or, CAVi= AμiVi
Replacing AVi by Ui we get
Or, CUi=μiUi (AVi=Ui)
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Thus, AAT and AT A have the same eigenvalues and their eigenvectors are related as
follows:
AVi=Ui
Note:
o AAT can have up to N2 eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
o AT A can have up to M eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
o The M eigenvalues of AT A (along with their corresponding eigenvectors)
correspond to the M largest eigenvalues of AAT (along with their
corresponding eigenvectors)
2.1.2.6 Finding orthonormal vectors ei (Eigen vector)
Eigen vectors of Covariance matrix C is calculated usual mathematical procedure
and is assigned to vector V. Top 5 eigenfaces is shown below.

Figure 2.3 Eigen Faces

2.1.2.7 Projecting facial image into face space
Projection of facial image into the face space is calculation of feature faces. A new
face image (X) is transformed into its eigenface components (projected onto "face space")
by a simple operation.
Wk=UkT
k=1,….,m.
The weights form a feature vector,
ΩT=[W1,W2………Wm]
Second
Threshold
Face Space

u2

Ω2
Ω1

Ω3

u1

Figure 2.4 Projection of facial images into face space
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2.2

Face Detection

Before application of any of the detection algorithms, the system must determine if
the input image consist of face. If it does then only the system must apply any of the
available face detection algorithms.
Filtering off the images not consisting of face is done by projecting the image into
the feature space. If Euclidian distance for that image is greater than the second threshold
then the input image is out of the face space and doesn’t consist of face. So it must be
rejected. However if the Euclidian distance is below threshold then system applies face
detection algorithm based on skin tone. The value of second threshold is determined
experimentally. We just require second threshold to reject the non facial image. In our
Result and Analysis part we only calculate first threshold as we only require to reject faces
beyond our face class.

Projected image away

Second
Threshold

from face space

Face Space

u2

Ω2
Ω1

Ω3

Ωnew image
u1

Figure 2.5 Face detection

In the figure 2.5 , Ωnew image is projected into the feature space. As it is out of the
face space so it is not suitable for application of any of face detection algorithm.

2.3

Face Recognition

A new face is input to the system. For the recognition of this new face, it is
projected into the face space. Then the Euclidian distance is calculated as
€ = |Ω-Ωk|
For each of the feature vector Ω in the training set, Euclidian distance is calculated for
input face and Ωi whose € is minimum i.e. €’=€ min is the best match for the input face and
the corresponding Ωi is the result. Hence the input face is recognized.
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Second
Threshold
Face Space
Minimum Euclidian Distance

u2

Ω2

Ω3

Ω1

Ωnew face
u1
Figure 2.6 Face Recognition

In the figure 2.4, Ωnew face is projected into the face space. Ωnew face Euclidian distance from
Ω1 so Ω1 is the best match and is displayed as the recognized face.

3. DEVELOPED SYSTEM

Non Frontal Face
Rejection

Web Camera

RGB Bitmap Image

Skin Detection and
Binarization

Face Detection ,
Location

Rejection
Non Facial Image

Database

Face Extraction

Face Recognition

Accept

Reject

Figure 3.1: Developed system
The developed system has different features. Some of the Features are
1>
2>
3>
4>
5>

Image Acquisition
Saving captured images
Cropping Images
Resizing and gray scaling cropped images
Placing data in the Server
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3.1 Image Acquisition
Developed system can acquire the image of a person using two sources. First source
is integrated or USB Web camera and second source is bitmap files.
Web camera – c# program interaction

Our C# program

Windows XP application layer (avicap.dll)

Web camera driver
Web Camera

Figure 3.2: Webcam interaction with our program
Figure above shows the interaction between the IKY application developed in C#
and web camera. IKY uses windows XP application layer called avicap.dll. To send
command to this layer we used functions in the dynamic link library file called
webcam_capture.dll. It consists of many functions but our application uses only three of it.
Functions used are start, stop and capture. Start function turns on the camera. Stop turn off
the camera. And capture stores on the frame from the streamed video.
Image can also be acquired using the files. To open a file and use it for processing,
we are using file-open dialog box.

3.2 Saving captured image
Image captured by the web camera can be saved in two modes; i> Single file save
mode and ii> Burst mode
i>
ii>

Single file save mode: In this mode, an image is captured and can be saved to
specified location.
Burst mode: In burst mode, continuous frames from the web camera are saved
to many files. Starting file number can be specified from a textbox.
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3.3 Cropping Image
When application uses automatic or manual face detection algorithm, it locates the
face and places a rectangle around it. For recognition procedure, only face from that image
is required. So it is cropped and resized to required dimension. While cropping the face
region, application uses the 4:3 height to width ratio. The cropped face is placed in the
picture box for comparison with training set faces.

3.4 Resizing and gray scaling
Captured image is of the resolution 640 X 480 pixels. Decreasing this size to 288 X
216 decreases the time required for the completion of face detection algorithm as nested
loop has to process only less number of pixels. Thus the captured image is resized to 288 X
216 and after the detection of the face, detected region is mapped in the 640 X 480 pixel
image. This mapping is required as it maintain the quality of the cropped face region. If the
cropping of the face from smaller size bitmap is done then there requires the interpolation
of pixel to get required size so there will be loss of information.
To represent the two dimensional image into single dimension using PCA, only
grayscale value of individual pixels are required so the cropped face is converted to
grayscale image.

3.5 Placing data in Server
Schema to store the data related to the face is placed in SQL server. The server
compatible with IKY application is Microsoft SQL server 2005 Express. As data can fit
into a single table so schema diagram consists of single table and no relations are required.

Figure 3.2 IKYfacedata table
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Primary key used in the table is faceID. Using faceID, IKY application can
uniquely access a row and process photos in that row to compare with the input face to the
application. Data access framework used by Visual C#.NET is ADO.NET (Abstract Data
Object). ADO.NET consist of data access and data representation classes. Using classes
like dbConnection, connection with the SQL server can be established. Then using
dbCommand and dbReader classes, different queries can be executed to access any row of
the table in the database.

4. IMPLEMENTED ALGORITHMS
4.1 Skin detection algorithm
Face detection algorithm used in the system is based on the skin tone. Different
persons have different skin tone so we need to find the probable skin regions on the basis
of colorspace. With variation in the lighting condition, algorithms based on different color
space work with variable efficiency. We have used three skin detection algorithms. Detail
explanation of the algorithm is below.
4.1.1 Skin detection algorithm in RGB color space
Face detection algorithm in RGB color space doesn’t consider the effect due to the
lighting condition. Segmentation of the given image into skin and non skin region is done
of the basis of the heuristics. These heuristics are result of the experiments performed. The
RGB region is classified a skin if
R>95, G>40,B>20, Max{R,G,B}-min{R,G,B}<25, |R-G|>25, R>G,R>B
These conditions are not arbitrarily assigned. They resulted from experiments performed on
the images consisting of the skin region.
4.1.2 Skin detection algorithm in YCbCr color space
There are two ways of segmenting the image based on skin color: concerting the
RGB picture to YCbCr space or to HSV space. A YCbCr space segments the image into a
luminosity component and color components, whereas an HSV space divides the image
into the three components of hue, saturation and color value. The main advantage of
converting the image to the YCbCr domain is that influence of luminosity can be removed
during our image processing. In the RGB domain, each component of the picture (red,
green and blue) has a different brightness. However, in the YCbCr domain all information
about the brightness is given by the Ycomponent, since the Cb (blue) and Cr (red)
components are independent from the luminosity. The Cb and Cr components give a good
indication on whether a pixel is part of the skin or not.
Color space transformation from RGB to YCbCr is carried by following mathematical
operation:
Y=0.3R+0.6G+0.1B
Where Y is luminance.
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Now let τ be defined as
τ = 1.4 if Y<64
τ = 0.6 if Y<192
τ = 1 otherwise
We can determine the compensated image having chrominance(Cr) as:
Cr=0.5R’- 0.419G’- 0.081B
Where R’=R τ and G’=G τ
Let S represent two segments namely skin and non skin. If 0 represents skin and 1
represents non skin then,
S=0 if 10<S<45
S=1 otherwise
4.1.3 Skin detection algorithm in YUV - YIQ color space
Image in the RGB color space is converted into the YUV-YIQ color space by
following matrix operation

Y
U

0.2990
0.1471

0.5870
0.2888

V

0.6148

0.5148

ch

U

2

2

V ,

0.1140
0.4359

R
G

0.1000 B

tan 1 ( V / U ) * (180 / 3.14)

θ = Hue, ch=Saturation and U and V holds chromatic information

Y
I

0.2990
0.5957

0.5870
0.2745

Q

0.2115

0.5226

0.1140
0.3213

R
G

0.3111 B

Where I is the red-orange axis, and Q is roughly orthogonal to I.
The less I value means the less blue-green and the more yellow.

Any region is skin if the following conditions are satisfied
20< I < 90 and 30 < θ < 75 and 20 < ch < 220
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4.2 Face detection algorithm
After skin region is detected, face detection algorithm is carried as
i>

Read the RGB values of the individual pixel.

ii>

To remove the effect of the luminosity we are performing the color space
transformation from RGB to YCbCr. Or us any of the other two color space.

Figure 4.1 Face detection rectangle

iii>

Using the experimental results we are differentiating skin and non skin
region. We represent the skin by white and non skin by black.

Figure 4.2 Binarization

iv>

Now the clustering of the skin region is the next step. In clustering of skin
region, we are scanning the image from top-left to bottom-right. We are
using 16x16 pixel blocks. If number of white region(skin) is greater than
11

50% then we paint the entire block with white representing skin else we
paint it with black.

Figure 4.3 Scanning and location of face

v>

Finally we scan from top-left to bottom-right with rectangles of different
sizes. Generally human face’s height to width ration is 1 to 1.6. So if this
condition is fulfilled then the region must be face. One of the eg. Is as
presented in the three images in steps ii,iii and iv. We thank our friend
Pratik for his photo in the above example.

4.3 Face recognition algorithm
Face recognition is implemented by following the Principle Component Analysis as
mentioned earlier.
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5 APPLICATION OUTPUT
5.1 Main user interface

Figure 5.1 Main User Interface

Some of the basic controls of the user interfaces are
i>
ii>

iii>

Web camera controls: It turns on, off the web camera and it also enables to
capture image.
Face detection controls: Face detection can be done in the captured image using
this control either in automatic mode or manual mode. In automatic mode, in
build algorithms are used while in manual mode, face is located manually.
Face recognition controls: For face recognition, load database load the facial
data in the server or files in the hard disk into the RAM. Calc Eigen button
calculates Eigen faces for the training set faces. Load input face loads the face
to be compared. Finally search the input face in the training set.
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5.2 Update interface

Figure 5.2 Update Interface

Some of the basic controls in update interface:
Web camera controls and face detection controls are same as in main user interface.
The additional control is cropping tool control. This control help user to move the position
of the are to be cropped and finally from the face and copy to the input faces collection that
is finally added to the training set.
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6 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
6.1 Results
The result presented below is based on the input faces considered within same
lighting conditions. However different result may occur if input faces have different
lighting condition used than that used below.
To observe the result from the application developed we input 40 facial images of 8
different people. These faces are cropped from the image that is captured in same
background and lighting conditions.

Figure 6.1 Faces in database of 8 different persons

Figure 6.1 shows the collection of faces in database under similar lightning
conditions. These images in our database are each of resolution 101x76.
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First we determined the threshold for the facial images contained in the database
to determine the range of our face class. The threshold is determined in two cases. The
first with 20 signatures for each image and second with 25 signatures for each image.
Initially we used 20 signatures for each image. And we took sample of 40 facial
images (different from images stored in database) of individuals contained in the
database for testing our software. Similarly we took sample 45 facial image of individual
not contained in our database. And we got following results:Mean eucledian distance=258290.9
Standard Deviation=177693.3
Threshold chosen =mean eucledian distance +Standard deviation= 435984.2
Recognition error I(mismatch with facial images contained in database )
= 25/40*100
= 25%
Recognition error II(match with facial images not contained in database)
=13/14*100
=29%
Recognition success =27/40*100

=67.5%

Unrecognizable(Threshold exceeded)=3/40*100= 7.5%
Finally, we used 25 signatures for each image. And we took sample of 40 facial
images (different from images stored in database) of individuals contained in the
database for testing our software. Similarly we took sample 45 facial image of individual
not contained in our database. And we got following results:Mean eucledian distance= 363580.5
Standard Deviation= 202310.9
Threshold chosen =mean eucledian distance +Standard deviation= 565891.4
Recognition error I(mismatch with facial images contained in database )
= 10/40*100
= 25%
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Recognition error II(match with facial images not contained in database)
= 10/45*100
=22.22%
Recognition success =25/40*100

=62.5%

Unrecognizable (Threshold exceeded)

=5/40*100= 12.5%

6.2 Analysis
We actually performed analysis of our algorithm of face recognition under two
conditions first with 20 signatures of each face image and second with 25 signatures of
each face image. We observed that as the number of signatures of each image is increased
then the range of our face class also increased which is visualized by the increased in
threshold. And with the increase in signatures for each facial image we expected to
increase the recognition success and decrease in Recognition error I, Recognition error II
and unrecognizable conditions of images in database. But since our face image resolution is
only 101*76, we cannot get significant improvement Recognition error I, Recognition error
II and unrecognizable conditions of images in database with the increase of signatures.
Possible causes of inefficiency of recognition in our case:
1> First cause of error in recognition is non uniform back ground.
2> Variation of proportion of face region with in the input image. That is in an input
image, size of face will be large and in the other it may be small.
3> Small facial size image.
We used small facial size image just to achieve fast computation.
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7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
7.1 Conclusion
Hence with the development of the IKY application within the planned time period
and observing the efficiency of the program above 50%, we to some extent achieved our
project goal. All the documentation of the project is done within the code. All function and
purpose of the variables and procedures used in the code is defined as a comment by the
side of each variables and procedure.

7.2 Future enhancement
So our future enhancements to our application are
i>

ii>
iii>

iv>

Present face detection system is cannot detect face in real time video streaming.
So the future work will be to make the system capable of real time face
detection.
System cannot recognize faces in noisy background. In future we planned to
implement the background subtraction algorithm to get facial data only.
We also planned to extend this application running only in single computer to
run in different computers through network which makes it capable of sharing
the data with different computers within a network.
Implementing Client-Server model. Server acting as the facial data storage unit
and clients requesting these data for processing.
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